NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF KYIV-MOHYLA ACADEMY  
(NaUKMA, Kyiv, Ukraine)

- one of the most prestigious universities in Ukraine, center of scholarly excellence, established in 1615 and reopened in 1992
- basing its educational programs on Liberal Arts approach
- pioneer of experimental initiatives that become models for educational reform throughout the country - first Ukrainian university to introduce 4-year Bachelor and 2-year Master Programs, EHEA-compliant PhD programs since 2008

NaUKMA facts:
- established – 1615 (400+ years old)
- reestablished – 1991 (25+ years old)
- comprehensive (classical) state funded university (National, Research status)
- 4500 students (Bachelor, Master, PhD programs), highly competitive admission
- 6 Faculties (Humanities, Social Sciences and Social Technologies, Economics, Law, Computer Sciences, Natural Sciences)

NaUKMA distinctive features:
- student-centered approach
- pro-active educational and critical thinking discourse
- “close distances”
- NO corruption
- academic integrity as flagship principle

NaUKMA internationalization aspirations:
- internationally relevant high-quality research
- center of Ukrainian studies in the world
- mobility windows for further enhancement of student mobility, support programs for outgoing and incoming mobile students
- joint / double degree programs on Master and PhD levels, virtual mobility / exchange
- “internationalization at home” through enrollment of international full time, mobile or free-mover students, internationalization of learning & teaching, international classroom promotion
- English-taught programs and courses, second foreign languages availability for all students
- multiculturalism as one of fundamental university concepts

NaUKMA international initiatives:
- active participant of EU funded projects FP7, TEMPUS, Erasmus Mundus Action 1 (associate and full partner), Erasmus Mundus Action 2 (co-coordinator of 2 projects)
- Horizon 2020 project EUNPACK
- Erasmus+ KA 2 Capacity Building in Higher Education projects BIHSENA, MILETUS, DocHub
- Erasmus+ KA1 Joint Master Program CEERES – NaUKMA is the only full partner of such projects in Ukraine!
- Jean Monnet Center of Excellence, Jean Monnet Chairs and Modules
- about 50 Erasmus+ KA107 partnerships with universities in Germany, Italy, Spain, France, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, the UK, Norway, Finland, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Turkey
- several double Master and PhD programs in European Studies, European Law, Central-European Studies, Economics, Chemistry etc.
- multiple other international initiatives